I. INTRODUCTION
A modern definition for whole powder pattern decomposition ͑WPPD͒ methods would be that they simultaneously have to refine the unit-cell parameters and extract the best estimations of the Bragg peak intensities from a complete diffractogram. This is done very fast nowadays, irrespective of the number of Bragg peaks present in a powder diffraction pattern, but we did not attain this comfortable situation without some past efforts. The WPPD methods' introduction occurred slowly and progressively thanks to the increase in computer power, the improvements in graphical user interfaces, the diffractometer data digitalization, the availability of synchrotron and neutron radiation, and last but not least, the proposition of new algorithms. Innovations were not instantly accepted ͑this being true for all the whole powder pattern fitting methods including the Rietveld and the decomposition methods͒ or could not be applied immediately to every radiation source or diffractometer ͑the hardware͒ before adaptations made by an essential category of crystallographers being conceivers and developers of the software. Ancestors of the WPPD methods extracted peak intensities without the cell restraint, so that each peak position was a parameter to be refined ͑as well as the peak intensity, the peak shape and its width͒. This is still useful if the aim is the search for the peak positions for indexing, though derivative methods can make that peak-position-hunting job faster. Taking advantage of the indexing ͓see a recent review paper by Bergmann et al. ͑2004͔͒ , new WPPD methods, applying cell restraint to the peak position, opened the door to a long list of new possibilities and applications ͑including first indexing confirmation͒ which are detailed in this paper. However, only some selected application references will be provided because the number of papers involved is quite high and increasing ͑more than 2000 texts specify the use of WPPD methods͒. Contributions from Rennes by Louër's group from 1987 to 1993 will be especially enlightened, not forgetting the other players during that same time, restraining generally to the structure determinations by powder diffractometry ͑SDPD͒ applications published in the early stages of this retrospection ͑because the subsequent activity increased too considerably, by more than 850 SDPDs in the last ten years͒. If only a partial review of applications can be given, the evolution of the methods will be discussed as completely as possible.
II. WPPD VERSUS WPPF
Whole powder pattern fitting ͑WPPF͒ is a general definition including WPPD as well as the Rietveld method ͑Ri-etveld, 1969͒. In the latter method, the atomic coordinates are required for the intensities calculations, and the sum of all the peak contributions produces a calculated powder pattern which is compared to the observed one, allowing the least-squares refinement of profile and structural parameters, altogether. The fact is that the Rietveld method historically preceded the modern WPPD methods though the latter are applicable without atomic coordinates. Of course, one may use WPPD methods also if the structure is known, but for any reason, one does not want to use that knowledge or a part of it ͑not wanting to restrain the peak intensity by the structural model, for instance, nevertheless believing in the indexing, or wanting to confirm it, thus using the restraint of the cell parameters, etc.͒. Any WPPF approach should be able to model the peak shape and width changes according to the diffraction angle variations. This can be done by fitting some analytical profile shape and width parameters in a semiempirical approach, the angular variation of these parameters is generally controlled by refining the U, W, and W terms in the Caglioti et al. ͑1958͒ law ͓͑FWHM͒ 2 = U tan 2 + V tan + W͔, possibly modified. The alternative is by using the fundamental parameter approach by raytracing or not ͑Cheary and Coelho, 1992͒. However, some ancestor programs did not apply any cell restraint.
III. WPPD ANCESTORS
Obtaining all the peak positions, areas, breadths, and shape parameters, as independent parameters, for a whole a͒ Electronic mail: alb@cristal.org powder pattern is obviously limited to simple cases where there is not too much peak overlap. With such an approach ͑both cell and space group unknown, or this information known but not used at all͒ one has to provide the estimation of a number of peaks to be fitted, so that the fit of a complex group of peaks leads to large uncertainties if the cell is unknown. However, knowing the cell and space group and still using the peak position as a refinable parameter provides at least the correct number of peaks and an estimation of their starting position. Such calculations were made as an alternative to the Rietveld method, during the first stage of the so-called two-stage-method for refinement of crystal structures ͑Cooper et al., 1981͒. Some controversy and resistance to the use of the Rietveld method continues even nowadays. In the case of X-ray data, the profile shapes applied in the Rietveld method, Gaussian at the origin for neutron data, evolved a lot ͑Wiles and Young, 1981͒, and on the WPPD side, happened to be described in these two-stage approaches by a sum of Lorentzian curves ͑Will et al., 1983͒, or doubleGaussian ͑Will et al., 1987͒ . The computer program PROFIT, deriving from a software for individual profile fitting ͑Sonn-eveld and Visser, 1975͒ and extended to the whole pattern, was applied to the study of crystallite size and strain in zinc oxide ͑Langford et al., 1986͒ and for the characterization of line broadening in copper oxide ͑Langford and Louër, 1991͒. Studying a whole pattern can also be done in simple cases by using software designated for the characterization of single or small groups of peaks, an example is a ZnO study ͑Lang-ford et al., 1993͒ by using the computer program FIT ͑Socabim/Bruker͒. However, WPPD on complex cases is mostly realized nowadays by using peak positions controlled by the cell parameters, even if the loss of that freedom degree may lead to slightly worse fits, increasing a bit the profile R factors. Before 1987, close to 30 SDPDs were done from intensities extracted by using these ancestor WPPD methods without cell restraint ͓see the SDPD database-Le Bail, ͑2005a͔͒. Those SDPDs realized in Louër's group by using mainly the computer program PROFIT were either zirconium, cadmium, or rare-earth nitrates ͑Marinder et Louër and Louër, 1987; Louër et al., 1988; Plevert et al., 1989; Bénard et al., 1991͒ . It can be argued that freeing the peak positions allows for taking account of subtle effects in position displacement ͑in stressed samples for example͒. But systematic discrepancy of observed peak positions with regard to the theoretical position, as expected from cell parameters, can be modeled as well in modern WPPD methods or even in the Rietveld method.
IV. CELL-RESTRAINED WPPD
Obligation made to the WPPD methods to apply strictly the peak positions calculated from a cell ͑hypothesis from indexing results͒ marked a great step in the quest for ab initio structure determination by powder diffractometry ͑SDPD͒. This is essentially because the quality of the estimated intensities globally increased, and even if the main handicap of powder diffraction ͑peak overlapping͒ could not be completely circumvented, it was at least more clearly delimited. Nowadays two generic names are retained for such cell-restrained WPPD methods which can produce a set of extracted intensities suitable for attempting a structure solution: the Pawley and Le Bail methods. Both were derived from the Rietveld method.
A. The Pawley method
Removing the crystal structure refinement in a Rietveld software, and adding the possibility to refine an individual intensity for every expected Bragg peak produced a new software ͑named ALLHKL͒ allowing one to refine the cell parameters very precisely and to extract a set of structure factor amplitudes ͑Pawley, 1981͒. The process was much later called the "Pawley method" by some users. Overcoming the least-squares ill-conditioning due to peak overlap was done by using slack constraints. The author clearly insisted on the usefulness of that procedure for the confirmation of the cell indexing of a powder pattern of an unknown. Nevertheless, no SDPD of an unknown was realized by using the Pawley method for several years ͑although several successful tests were published corresponding to remakes of previously known structures͒. The first real SDPD of an unknown realized by using the Pawley method seems to be that of I 2 O 4 ͑Lehmann et al., 1987͒ of which the powder pattern had been previously indexed, but the structure not determined due to the lack of suitable single crystal. During these pioneering years, the version of ALLHKL available could not extract the intensities for more than 300 peaks, so that, in case of more complex cases, it was necessary to carve the pattern in several parts. Moreover, it was a bit difficult to avoid completely the ill-conditioning due to overlapping. Being successful provided equipartitioned intensities ͑i.e., equal structure factors for those hkl Bragg peaks with exact overlap͒. Being unsuccessful could well produce negative intensities which, combined with positive ones for other peak͑s͒ at the same angle, reproduced the global positive value. Moreover, the first version applying Gaussian peak shapes could not easily produce any SDPD due to the relatively poor resolution of constant wavelength neutron data, so that it needed to be adapted to X-ray data, with the implementation of more complex peak shapes. A series of programs were proposed next, based on the same principles as the original Pawley method ͑i.e., with cell restraint͒. The first of them, by Toraya ͑1986͒, extended the use to X-ray with non-Gaussian profile shapes, introduced two narrow band matrices instead of a large triangle matrix, saving both computation time and memory space in a program named WPPF. Some programs were used to produce intensities in order to apply the socalled two-stage method ͑Cooper et al., 1981͒ for structure refinement, instead of applying the Rietveld method, such as PROFIT ͑Scott, 1987͒ and PROFIN ͑Will, 1988 ͑no slack constraints, but equal division of the intensity between expected peaks when the overlap is too close͒. There was an intense continuing activity on Pawley-type software with other programs named FULFIT ͑Jansen et al., 1988͒, LSQPROF ͑Jansen et al., 1992͒, and POLISH ͑Byrom and Lucas, 1993͒ . Improving the estimation of intensities of overlapping reflections in LSQPROF by applying relations between structure factor amplitudes derived from direct methods and the Patterson function was considered in a satellite software DOREES ͑Jan-sen et al., 1992͒. That question about how to determine the intensities of completely ͑or largely͒ overlapping reflections ͑systematic overlap due to symmetry or fortuitous overlap͒ in powder diffraction patterns cannot have a definite simple answer but continues to be discussed a lot since it is essential for improving our ability to solve structures. An early view with a probabilistic approach was given by David ͑1987͒, introducing later Bayesian statistics ͑Sivia and David, 1994͒ inside of the Pawley method. Early finding of preferred orientation on the basis of analysis of E-value distribution was another way ͑Peschar et al., 1995͒ to improve the structure factor amplitude estimate.
B. The Le Bail method
In order to be able to estimate R factors related to integrated intensities, Rietveld ͑1969͒ stated ͓see also the book edited by Young ͑1993͔͒: "a fair approximation to the observed integrated intensity can be made by separating the peaks according to the calculated values of the integrated intensities, i.e."
where w j.K is a measure of the contribution of the Bragg peak at position 2 K to the diffraction profile y j at position 2 j . The sum is over all y j ͑obs͒ which can theoretically contribute to the integrated intensity I K ͑obs͒. So that there is a bias introduced here by the apportioning according to the calculated intensities, this is why the observed intensities are in fact said to be "observed," under quotes, in the Rietveld method. These "observed" intensities are used in the R B and R F calculations ͑reliabilities on intensities and structure factor amplitudes͒. They are also required for Fourier map estimations, which, as a consequence, are less efficient than from single crystal data. A process using iteratively the Rietveld decomposition formula for WPPD purposes was first applied in 1988 ͑Le Bail et al.͒ and called much later the "Le Bail method" or "Le Bail fit," or "pattern matching" as well as "profile matching" in the FULLPROF Rietveld program ͑Rodriguez-Carvajal, 1990͒. In the original computer program ͑named ARITB͒ first applying that method, arbitrarily all equal S K 2 ͑calc͒ values are first injected in the above equation, instead of using structure factors calculated from the atomic coordinates, resulting in "I k ͑obs͒" which are then re-injected as new S K 2 ͑calc͒ values at the next iteration, while the usual profile and cell parameters ͑but not the scale͒ are refined by leastsquares ͑ARITB used profile shapes represented by Fourier series, either analytical or learned from experimental data, providing an easy way to realize convolution by broadening functions modeling size-strain sample effects, possibly anisotropic͒. Equipartition of exactly overlapping reflections comes from the strictly equal result from the above noted equation for Bragg peaks at the same angles which would have starting equal calculated intensities. Not starting from a set of all equal S K 2 ͑calc͒ values would produce I K ͑obs͒ values keeping the same original ratio for the exactly overlapping reflections. It is understandable that such an iterative process requires as good starting cell and profile parameters as the Rietveld method itself. The process is easier to incorporate inside of an existing Rietveld code than the Pawley method, so that most Rietveld codes propose now the structure factor amplitudes extraction as an option ͑generally multiphase, with the possibility to com- Rius et al., 1996͒ . From the Giacovazzo group in Italy, many improvements were incorporated during the following years in the pattern decomposition Le Bail method: by obtaining information about the possible presence of preferred orientation by the statistical analysis of the normalized structure factor moduli ͑Altomare et al., 1994͒; by using the positivity of the Patterson function inside of the decomposition process ͑Altomare et al., 1998͒, this having been considered previously ͑David, 1987; Eastermann et al., 1992; Eastermann and Gramlich, 1993; Easterman and David, 2002͒ ; by the characterization of pseudotranslational symmetry used as prior information in the pattern decomposition process ͑Al-tomare et al., 1996a͒; by multiple Le Bail fits with random attribution of intensity to the overlapping reflections, instead of equipartition, followed by application of direct method to large numbers of such data sets ͑Altomare et al., 2001, 2003, 2004͒; by the use of a located structure fragment for improving the pattern decomposition process ͑Altomare et al., 1999b͒; by the use of probability ͑triplet-invariant distribution functions͒ integrated ͑Carrozzini et al., 1997͒ with the Le Bail algorithm. The list of structure solutions made from intensities extracted by using the Le Bail method is too long to be given here, but can be found on the Internet ͑Le Bail, 2005b͒ . The pattern corresponding to the first application ͑Le to the structure solution of LiSbWO 6 is shown in Figure 1 , the fit being realized with the FULL-PROF ͑Rodriguez-Carvajal, 1990͒ and WINPLOTR ͑Roisnel and Rodriguez-Carvajal, 2001͒ programs instead of ARITB, originally applied.
C. Comparisons of the Pawley and Le Bail methods
The Giacovazzo group considered ͑Altomare et al., 1996b͒ that pattern -decomposition programs based on the Le Bail algorithm are able to exploit the prior information in a more effective way than Pawley-method-based decomposition programs. Other comparisons of both methods can be found by Giacovazzo ͑1996͒ and David and Sivia ͑2002͒, the latter finding that the Le Bail method could as well lead to negative intensities in ranges of the pattern where the background is overestimated ͑i.e., if the-observed minus background-difference pattern presents negative values, which a user should be careful-enough to avoid͒. Another approach for solving the overlapping problem was proposed by using maximum-entropy coupled with likelihood evaluation ͑Dong and Gilmore, 1998͒. The fact is that both the Pawley and Le Bail methods are able to estimate structure factor amplitudes which can lead to solve structures from powder diffraction data in a quite more efficient way than was previously possible, even if the overlapping handicap precludes forever attainment of the single crystal data quality level. The small number of successful participants to the SDPD round robins held in 1998 and 2002 ͑Le Cranswick, 2001, 2003͒ did not allow one to conclude if there is really one approach better than the other or even to be sure if all the further modifications are really decisive improvements ͑the conclusion was that SDPD "on demand" was still not an easy task͒, though WPPD is not the only reef on the SDPD route.
V. MOST CITED PAPERS CITING THE WPPD METHODS
Summarizing, the first modern WPPD method, with cell restraint, was developed for neutron data by Pawley ͑1981͒, this is 12 years after the Rietveld ͑1969͒ method publication. In 1988 ͑Le Bail et al.͒, a new WPPD approach is applied to extract intensities making use of iterations of the Rietveld decomposition formula. So, it is clear that both these WPPD methods are children of the Rietveld method. Nowadays, most users of the Rietveld method do not cite the original Rietveld papers, but give only a reference to the software they used. This is also now increasingly the case for the WPPD methods. From the Thomson-ISI citation index consulted in December 2004, the reference papers for the Pawley and Le Bail methods scored, respectively, 322 and 493 citations. Interesting as well are the highly cited papers citing these two previous ones. The most cited paper ͑ Ͼ1300 times͒ citing both WPPD methods advocates for the use of this intensity extraction method for solving magnetic structures ͑Rodriguez-Carvajal, 1993͒. This suggests that we could more easily understand the influence of the WPPD methods by studying positive citations of them. The most cited papers ͑classified in decreasing order down to more than 100 citations͒ citing either the Pawley or Le Bail methods, or both, are reported in Table I . The most cited paper about magnetism ͑Rodriguez-Carvajal, 1993͒, at the top of the list, in fact is about the Rietveld program FULLPROF, only applying the Le Bail method ͑though citing also the Pawley method͒ in order to get precise integrated intensities and refine the propagation vector͑s͒ of the magnetic structure. The more than 1300 papers citing it probably do not realize full magnetic structure determinations in that way, so this is hard to evaluate. In the second most highly cited paper ͑cited Ͼ 400 times͒, the WPPD method was used to help analyzing synchrotron and neutron powder patterns of La 0.5 Ca 0.5 MnO 3 , and there is also another application to magnetism in the list ͑Subramanian et al., 1996͒. The three next most cited papers are about software: the paper on the computer program WPPF, by Toraya ͑1986͒, is even more frequently cited than the original Pawley paper of which it adapts the method to X-ray data; RIETAN, a highly applied Japanese Rietveld program, implementing WPPD; and EXTRA citing both Pawley and Le Bail methods, but implementing the Le Bail method only. The next paper in Table I is a famous review on powder diffraction by Langford and Louër ͑1996͒ from which the following can be extracted:
A major advance in recent years has occurred in the determination of crystal structures ab initio from powder diffraction data, in cases where suitable single crystals are not available. This is a consequence of progress made in the successive stages involved in structure solution, e.g. the development of computer-based methods for determining the crystal system, cell dimensions and symmetry ͑indexing͒ and for extracting the intensities of Bragg reflections, the introduction of high resolution instruments and the treatment of line-profile overlap by means of the Rietveld method. However, the intensities obtained, and hence the moduli of the observed structure factors, are affected by the overlap problem, which can seriously frustrate the determination of an unknown crystal structure. Although numerous structures have been solved from powder data by using direct or Patterson methods, the systematic or accidental total overlap of reflections continues to focus the attention of a number of crystallographers. New approaches for the treatment of powder data have been devised, based on maximum entropy methods and "simulated annealing," for example, to generate structural models.
Those "simulated annealing" methods are now included in the category of structure solution by "direct space methods" which are either using the original diffraction pattern or extracted intensities by the WPPD methods inserted into mathematical expressions defining correlations induced by the overlapping degree. These equations were developed by David et al. ͑1998͒ for the Pawley method and Pagola et al. ͑2000͒ for the Le Bail method. But, even if the raw pattern is used, applications of either the Pawley or Le Bail methods are necessary in order to estimate the zero point, cell, profile shape, and width parameters, etc., which will be fixed later, during the global optimization process, when searching for the minimum R factor. By the way, the paper by Pagola et al. ͑2000͒ appears in Table I as one of the most cited applications reporting the crystal structure of ␤-haematin determined using simulated annealing techniques to analyses powder diffraction data obtained with synchrotron radiation. This result has implications for understanding the action of current antimalarial drugs and possibly for the design of new therapeutic agents. Next in Table I Evans et al. ͑1996͒ . It can be much faster to use WPPD rather than the Rietveld method, moreover if some systematic error occurs, like preferred orientation. However, it is not recommended to do this systematically, especially if the structure is complex and the resolution is low ͑see the warnings in a paper from Peterson, 2005͒ . Next is the most cited review on SDPD from Harris and Tremayne ͑1996͒. More than 30 such reviews were published during the last 15 years, a list can be found in the SDPD database ͑Le Bail, 2005b͒, but cannot be reproduced here. Next is the paper from the IUCr Powder Diffraction Commission providing guidelines for the Rietveld method ͑McCusker et al., 1999͒: about the Rietveld R WP value, it is said that it should approach the value obtained in a structurefree refinement ͑i.e., using WPPD methods͒ which is recommended for the estimation of initial values for the Rietveld profile parameters, etc. This is what is done in the last paper ͑Stephens, 1999͒ in Table I , obtaining the best R WP in a difficult case with anisotropic line broadening by a new phenomenological approach. The list of these highly cited pa- Stephens 1999 Anisotropic peak broadening ϫ pers citing the WPPD methods is probably incomplete if some works were using these methods but did not cite them. Moreover, papers citing the computer programs WPPF, EXTRA, EXPO, etc., which are quite numerous as well, were not examined ͑though they correspond generally to WPPD applications͒.
VI. MORE WPPD APPLICATIONS
The list of the possible different kinds of WPPD applications is impressive ͑see for instance a review paper by Toraya, 1994͒, including phase identification, quantitative phase analysis, refinement of unit-cell parameters, measurement of crystallite sizes and strains, determination of space group, ab initio structure determination, Fourier maps for partially solved structures, structure refinement by the twostep method, and study on electron density distribution, using either the Pawley or Le Bail methods. In the SDPD maze ͑David et al., 2002͒, there is no other path than to use at least one of them. WPPD has even entered into the indexing step with Kariuki et al. ͑1999͒ using the Le Bail fit for testing, faster than with the Pawley method, cell hypotheses in a new computer program applying a genetic algorithm. With both methods, the fit quality is checked from agreement factors which are the same as with the Rietveld method: R P , R WP , R EXP ͑moreover, a visual careful check is recommended͒. The reliabilities relative to the structure ͑R B and R F ͒, which can still be calculated, are meaningless ͑both programs tending to obtain a value close to zero for both of them͒. It is recommended ͑Hill and Fisher, 1990͒ to have confidence preferably in the original Rietveld estimated profile R factors ͑calculated after background subtraction, and removing "nonpeak" regions͒. If WPPD methods provide help in cell parameter refinement and determination of space group, the main application is the extraction of intensities for ab initio structure solution purpose, or at least for the establishment of the profile parameters to be used in a direct-space solution program exploiting a raw powder pattern ͑these WPPD methods will provide the smallest profile R factors attainable, smaller than those which will be obtained at the Rietveld method final step͒. With neutron data, besides solving the nuclear structure, the FULLPROF program allows for solving magnetic structures as well ͑Rodriguez-Carvajal, 1993͒. Reusing extracted intensities for structure solution by direct space methods can be made in a way that is not sensitive to the equipartitioning problems. This was done in the ESPOIR program ͑Le Bail, 2001͒ by regenerating a powder pattern from the extracted "͉Fobs͉," using a simple Gaussian peak shape whose width follows the Caglioti law established from the raw pattern. With such a pseudo powder pattern, without profile asymmetry, background, etc., the calculations are much faster than if the raw pattern was used. In another direct-space structure solution program, PSSP ͑Pagola et al., 2000͒, based on the Le Bail method as well, an agreement factor allowing one to define the best model takes account of the overlap significant for nearby peaks. In DASH, a similar method ͑David et al., 1998͒ is applied to the intensities extracted by the Pawley method, through the use of the correlation matrix. When using the direct methods instead of the direct-space methods, approaches are different, because the direct methods necessitate the more complete possible data set ͑up to d =1 Å͒ of accurate "͉Fobs͉." However, removing up to half of them ͑those with too much overlapping, i.e., being too nearby than 0.5 full width at half maximum, for instance͒ is possible while obtaining some success with the direct methods ͑one can even remove up to 70-80% if the Patterson method is applied and if only a small number of heavy atoms are to be located͒. David ͑2004͒ provided a demonstration recently of the equivalence of the Rietveld method and the correlated intensities method in powder diffraction. It is unlikely that this demonstration, related to the old two-stage controversy, could lead one to abandon the Rietveld method, however, research is still being conducted on that question ͑Wright, 2004͒. Another application of WPPD is for the data generation used for Fourier map calculations for structure completion. The "͉Fobs͉" are estimated at the end of a Rietveld refinement by the Rietveld decomposition formula, so that the exactly overlapping reflections are given intensities in the same ratio as they are calculated from the structural model. The Le Bail method could be applied here, performing more than only one iteration of the decomposition formula, which could be insufficient for attaining the minimum R WP if there is a large discrepancy between the observed and calculated patterns. Calculations of electron density distributions from powder data benefit as well from the WPPD methods. Finally, it may be interesting to realize size-strain analysis together with WPPD, if the structure model cannot provide a very good fit, or when systematic errors distort the observed intensities. However, without such systematic errors ͑preferred orientation͒, the structure constraint will at least impose an almost correct intensity to overlapping peaks, which is not the case of both the Pawley and Le Bail methods, so that the structure constraint may preclude errors in attributing a wrong broadening to some peaks with exact overlapping. Prudence is thus recommended. Including size-strain analysis in WPPD requires the use of a special formula for taking account of the angular variation of the full width at half maximum or of the integral breadth, the same formula used with the Rietveld method: either the so-called TCH ͑Thompson et al., 1987͒ formula ͑with different angular dependence for the Gaussian and Lorentzian components of a pseudo-Voigt͒ or the Young and Desai ͑1989͒ formula, recommending the use of both G and L components for both size and microstrain effects.
SDPD is the major topic where WPPD methods are indispensable. In Louër's group, using WPPD with cell restraint was mainly by the Le Bail method applied in FULL-PROF ͑or EXTRA and EXPO later͒. The very first SDPD realized by using FULLPROF was made in this team in 1992.
Citing only a few of the first SDPDs using WPPD methods and made in the range 1988-1994, one can find nine publications in the Louër's group ͑Louër et al., 1992; Petit et al., 1993 Petit et al., , 1994 Pivan et al., 1994; Pelloquin et al., 1994; Guillou et al., 1994; Gascoigne et al., 1994; Bénard et al., 1994a, b͒, this is a quite large contribution since, in these times, the number of SDPDs per year was small ͑Figure 2͒. These applications certainly contributed to making it more widely known that a difficult step ͑WPPD͒ was now realized more easily by using a well-distributed Rietveld computer program ͑FULLPROF͒. 150 kilometers from Rennes, people were working with a lesser known computer program, ARITB, since 1987, publishing a lot of SDPDs from 1988-1993 ͑and later͒, based on the application of WPPD ͑Le Laligant et al., 1988a, b; Amoros et al., 1988; Le Bail et al., 1989a, b; Laligant et al., 1989; Fourquet et al., 1989; Le Bail and Lafontaine, 1990; Lafontaine et al., 1990; Pizarro et al., 1991; Jouanneaux et al., 1991; Laligant et al., 1991; Gao et al., 1992; Laligant, 1992a, b; Le Bail et al., 1992a, b; Bentrup et al., 1992; Laligant and Le Bail, 1993͒ , and more publications came after, changing from ARITB to FULLPROF. At Nantes, 200 km from Le Mans, they used MPROF ͑Zah- Letho et al., 1992; Jouanneaux et al., 1992a; Le Bideau et al., 1993͒. Other applications using the Le Bail method introduced into other programs ͑GSAS, etc͒, or using ARITB outside of Le Mans are numerous as well Aranda et al., 1992; Jouanneaux et al., 1992b; Lightfoot et al., 1992a, b; Morris et al., 1992; Teller et al., 1992; Tremayne et al., 1992a, b; Williams et al., 1992; Abrahams et al., 1993; Aftati et al., 1993; Baumgartner et al., 1993; Harrison et al., 1993; Hriljac and Torardi, 1993; . Elsewhere, they used the Pawley method with the ALLHKL, PAWHKL, PAWSYN, CAILS, etc., programs ͑Lehmann et al., 1987; McCusker, 1988; Christensen et al., 1989 Christensen et al., , 1990 Lightfoot et al., 1991; Simmen et al., 1991; Norby et al., 1991; Christensen et al., 1991; Fjellvàg and Karen, 1992; Fitch and Cockroft, 1992; Clarke et al., 1993 . Some SDPDs were also realized by using the WPPF software ͑from Toraya͒ ͑Hiraguchi et Masciocchi et al., 1993͒ . A more complete list is available in the SDPD-Database ͑Le Bail, 2005a͒. In the above-noted list, one finds 58 SDPDs realized by using either the Pawley or Le Bail methods out of a total of 107 SDPDs in the period [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] . Most other applications concern in general more simple structures determined by using pattern decomposition methods without cell constraint, or trial and error approaches, modeling, guessing, or the procedures applied were not explained. After those early contributions, acceleration is obvious on Figure 2 . Those past 20 years have seen more than 1000 SDPDs published. There was clearly a race for the announcement of the biggest SDPD ever determined, and, of course, the winner was constantly changing, many papers were published in prestigious journals ͑Nature, Science͒. Morris et al. ͑1992͒ reported the SDPD of a gallium phosphate, showing that a 29 independent atoms structure could be determined by combining synchrotron and neutron data ͑the previous record was 17 atoms͒. Le Bail ͑1993͒ solved the ␤-Ba 3 AlF 9 structure, showing that 29 independent atoms were possible as well from conventional diffraction data. Morris et al. ͑1994͒ reported then a 60-atoms structure, La 3 Ti 5 Al 15 O 37 . Much later, a 117-atom structure was reported, the zeolite UTD-1F ͑Wessels et al., 1999͒ from the simultaneous use of five diffraction patterns collected from different preferred orientations of the same sample ͑the data were thus closer to a conventional single crystal data set͒. Then people solving structures in direct space claimed that extracting intensities was no longer necessary since they fitted the raw pattern directly from their model, forgetting to say that the profile shape and width parameters were previously estimated by WPPD methods. Other showed that it may be faster to use extracted intensities, or a pseudopowder pattern regenerated from them, rather than to use the raw data. The story is really not ending. It seems however that the number of innovations is decreasing by now, in that SDPD domain. Interested people dispose of an impressive arsenal of computer programs. Protein structures are now refined, some being solved ͑Von Dreele et al., 2000͒, leading to a new record: 1630 independent atoms. It is now said that solving structures without single crystal data may need powder data for refinement but not necessarily for structure solution, the solution being obtained by prediction for either organic ͑Motherwell et al., 2002͒ or inorganic ͑Le Bail, 2005c͒ compounds. There is a bit of an exaggeration there, probably, again, and progress has to be made. However, prediction is certainly an unavoidable route, provided we can predict everything, and build a search/matchable database of predicted powder patterns. Predicting properties would allow for the selection of the most interesting compounds reducing efforts to synthesize them only. Of course the structure solution is the ultimate proof that a cell is correct ͑or that a prediction is correct͒, and the more a structure is complex leading to high overlapping, the more uncertainties will occur on the cell parameters values ͑as well on the extracted intensities͒ if one limits himself/herself to WPPD Pawley or Le Bail applications. The structure constraint will remove the ambiguity between intensities of close Bragg peaks and necessarily improve the cell parameters quality. It is possible to present cases where the Pawley or Le Bail results are shown to be much less accurate than using the Rietveld method for series of temperature dependent measurements ͑Peterson, 2005͒. If the structure is known, the best approach is the Rietveld method. We can say that there is a progression in the precision of the refined cell parameters from a lowest level ͑least-squares from extracted peak positions͒ to a medium level ͑WPPD with cell restraint͒ and to the highest possible level ͑Rietveld, adding the structure constraint͒.
VII. CONCLUSION
All these efforts in order to be able to extract the maximum information from a powder pattern may look incredible. Especially, developing the WPPD methods, applied just after the indexing bottleneck, have led to an expansion of our abilities in SDPD from 1987 to 1993. Then the direct-space methods have given a second acceleration, but this is another story. The WPPD methods continue to be used extensively. It can be said that the main whole powder pattern fitting methods ͑decomposition or Rietveld methods͒ have attained their cruise speed, enabling the structure determination ͑almost routinely͒ and refinement ͑routinely͒ of moderately complex structures to even complex crystal structures ͑proteins͒, sometimes, these main topics being only a part of their large application range to the characterization of crystallized materials in powder form. Because of these advances in pattern decomposition and structure solving, "indexing is increasingly the limiting step in determining ab initio crystal structures from powders" ͑Shirley, 2004͒.
